
‘Save and Share’ a Sound Investment  
for Local Search

Summary: The ability to save and share search 
results has historically shown success in build-
ing the consumer experiences of online retailers 
and businesses such as Amazon.com and Netflix. 
Internet product functionality that allows users 
to save and share local information across plat-

forms, devices and media has the ability to close 
the consumer loop that local search sites often 
overlook. The Kelsey Group believes this will 
change rapidly as new product implementations 
and positive metrics push save and share func-
tionality into the mainstream.

Google’s recent launch of its “Note This” feature in search results 
highlights the importance that “save and share” functionality can 
have for consumers. Yahoo! has offered similar functionality since 
June 2005 through MyWeb as well as variations including “Send 
to Phone” on its local product. Google’s implementation directly 
within search result listings is where The Kelsey Group believes 
everything is moving. In our opinion, this will be one of Google’s 
most successful local product initiatives, allowing it to capture even 
more local listing traffic. 

The goal of save and share offerings is to enable consumers 
who are browsing for products and services in one session 
to contact the business or buy the product later. This is 
accomplished by allowing simple access to the information of a 
previous search. 

The functionality is analogous to bookmarking, and the 
more advanced implementations allow specific information to 
be extracted from the pages and sent to any platform or device 

the consumer uses. This platform-agnostic concept will become 
key as the mobile market matures in the U.S., since small screens 
necessitate portions of pages or limited data rather than entire 
Web pages.

Most Web site operators have a goal of capturing more 
consumer interactions to increase usage, retention and ultimately 
revenues. Save and share products provide a robust suite of lead 
capture options that show incremental usage that might have 
otherwise been lost. By measuring more consumer actions, an 
Internet Yellow Pages publisher, for example, captures important 
usage information for advertisers and prospects.

The Kelsey Group believes this functionality lies at the 
intersection of several important trends:
 Consumers research online and purchase later or buy offline. 
(TKG research indicates that for purchases of more than US$500 
in which the Internet is the starting point, more than 90 percent of 
transactions finish offline.)

 Search engines are now the front door 
for consumers, who eventually end up on 
other sites. 
 Search engines continue to aggregate 

more local and product information, pushing 
deeper into vertical and local markets.
 The point at which the user clicks from 
a search engine to a business profile or a 
product page is often a missed opportunity 
to capture the consumer.
 Advertisers are demanding more 
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Google Search Results With ‘Note This’
SOURCE: GOOGLE (2007)



measurable and accountable advertising, and this will continue 
to accelerate.

The Kelsey Group recommends that publishers, product sites 
and local search sites buy or build this 
type of product functionality. Although 
there are only a few implementations for 
which we are currently able to share data, 
the indications are that these products do 
drive incremental usage. Adept business 
operators will be able to use the tracking 
features to turn incremental usage into 
incremental revenues. For example, in the 
U.K. MIVA and 118 188 add text ads in 
outgoing information requests.

AgendiZe is one provider that 
brings this functionality to IYP, local 
search and online classified publishers. 
AgendiZe’s differentiation strategy is to 
allow online listing content to be saved 
and shared from the Web to a variety 
of communication tools and devices. It 
also lets advertisers track performance 
of this content beyond the initial Web 
interaction to additional devices. In this 
way, initial interest can be converted to a 
sale by extending the reach and duration 
of directional marketing content. This is 
designed by AgendiZe to be customized 
to existing publishing platforms and 
back-end systems. 

Click-to-call technology provider eStara also has a save and 
share feature (branded as “Save & Send”) as part of its Click Suite 
for Local Search platform. This similarly allows users to save and 

share listings on both their PCs and mobile devices. This is meant 
to galvanize important listings for users by storing them across 
devices, which in turn drives repeat business. Tracking numbers 

are also included for more effective ROI 
assessment for publishers. 

Traffic to Web Sites Increases  
at YellowPages.ca
Canadian publisher Yellow Pages Group 
launched a save and share function, powered 
by AgendiZe, on its YellowPages.ca online 
directory in January 2006. The graphic on 
the next page is a snapshot of YellowPages.
ca’s early implementation of the save and 
share option on its search result pages only. 
The profile pages contain Web site links but 
do not offer save and share functionality. 
Even with a partial implementation, the 
save and share links drove 6.4 percent of all 
merchant Web site traffic measured over a 
two-month period. 

TKG believes there is more upside to 
the traffic contribution for two reasons. 
First, adding the functionality to the profile 
pages should increase usage because business 
profile pages are ultimately the consumer’s 
destination. These are the pages where search 
engines predominantly direct traffic. Second, 
usage of this product should compound over 
time, resulting in an increasing percentage of 

the overall traffic contribution. The Kelsey Group believes this is the 
type of sticky product implementation that will increase consumer 
retention and usage. Coupling these products with a unique call 
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AgendiZe Save and Share Functionality 
SOURCE: AGENDIZE (2006)
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tracking number should show even stronger usage trends.
EStara recently launched a new platform that features dynamic 

number replacement for more effective return on investment 
assessment through tracking numbers that are unique to individual 
keywords or Web sites. The Click Suite for Interactive Marketers 
platform also has reporting tools and a dashboard to integrate 
click-to-call buttons across banner ads, Web sites, e-mails and 
search engine marketing campaigns. The tool has already been 
used by online marketers including McDonald’s, ESPN and 
Comedy Central. 

QDQ Media Sees Results
QDQ Media, the Spanish subsidiary of French directory 
publisher PagesJaunes Groupe, captured an incremental 73,203 
actions in 2006, after launching save and share functionality, 
which is powered by AgendiZe. Save to address book, send to 
SMS and save to desktop were the most popular user actions. 
(Click-to-call data were available for first-quarter 2007 only.) 
Each of these actions clearly shows consumer intent to contact 
the establishment.

Turning to the first quarter of 2007, total incremental actions 

at QDQ averaged 8,624 per month. QDQ’s click-to-call 
feature proved to be the most popular, which strongly 
suggests that standard call tracking is warranted across 
all listings (or at least some portion of the advertisers, 
prospects or high use pages). This demonstrates that 
publishers are responsible for more call volume than 
they usually receive credit for.

Final Thoughts: A Logical Step for Local
The vast majority of actions are not captured by the Web 
site operators that do the hard work of getting consumers 
to use their products in the first place. With all the money 
that is spent on testing, building and optimizing Web 
offerings, it is somewhat ironic that providing consumers 
with an easier way to save listing and product information 

is not at the forefront of all local product plans. After all, if a 
consumer comes through a search engine to a Yellow Pages site 
where the consumer action is captured, guess who will receive 
credit for capturing the lead? A simple ROI calculation based on 
repeat usage can determine whether the time to build or the cost 
to buy is a wise product decision. Investigating implementation 
options is clearly recommended. ILM
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Select Save and Share Providers
Provider Headquarters

AgendiZe

Technopole de l’Aube en Champagne 
2 rue Gustave Eiffel – Rosières Près Troyes 
BP 601  
10901 Troyes Cedex 9
France
Phone: +33 (0) 3 2545-1112
www.agendize.com

eStara

1821 Michael Faraday Drive, Suite 100
Reston, VA 20190 USA
Phone: (703) 648-8332
www.estara.com

YellowPages.ca Traffic Allocation 
(November and December)

YPG Site Save and Share Product
Clicks to Web site link 1,779,000 121,000
Percentage of clicks 93.6 6.4

SOURCE: YELLOWPAGES.CA (2007)

QDQ Media: Save and Share Actions 
SOURCE: AGENDIZE (2007)

SMS Print E-Mail Desktop My Selection Instant Messenger Address Book Call
Full-Year 2006 20,765 1,875 4,185 16,111 9,151 198 20,918 NA
Average 1Q 2007 1,622 190 287 1,478 468 87 1,573 2,919


